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Introduction 
CNES has organised in Hyères on May 27, 2011, a workshop with the European balloon 
community to define the guidelines for its balloon activities in the next decade. This meeting 
was prepared in advance by a joint CNES and CNRS/INSU call for Letters of Intent (LoIs), 
which gathered technological and scientific ideas in the scientific community to help define 
the future roadmap. These LoIs were synthesised in three documents respectively drafted by 
Th. Encrenaz and J.-L. Counil for the “Astronomy/Astrophysics” community (AA), by F. 
Dulac for the “lower troposphere” community (LT), and by H. Oelhaf for the “upper 
troposphere and lower stratosphere” (UTLS) community. 
The present summary is aimed at presenting the interests in the use of scientific balloons as 
expressed by these communities, as well as their main recommendations for the future balloon 
programme. The reader is invited to read the relevant reports for further details, in particular 
concerning the LoIs received and assessed by CSTB (Committee for Scientific and Technical 
Ballooning) jointly established by CNES and CNRS/INSU. 

Reasons to use balloons 
As demonstrated by the numbers of LoIs received, balloon experiments continue to be a very 
attractive way of addressing scientific issues, and each community is demanding for new 
developments to enhance the scientific return of balloon activities.  
In the AA field, balloons are used as a niche technology to make observations above the 
denser layers of the atmosphere, to validate instrumental concepts for future space missions, 
or  for planetary exploration. In the LT and UTLS communities, balloons are used to address 
a wide variety of atmospheric topics: dynamics, transport, air-sea exchange, chemistry, 
microphysics, climate and climate change, as well as satellite validation. Here, the primary 
balloon assets reside in the possibility of: 

- making in situ observations in remote places or at high altitudes, 
- carrying heavy payloads to tackle inter-related processes or chemical species with very 

low abundance, 
- performing numerous flights to study the atmospheric variability on short-time scale, 
- allowing long-duration flights, and thus enabling the study of the atmosphere at 

regional or global scale, 
- behaving as quasi-Lagrangian tracers to follow the evolution of air parcels. 

 
In the 3 communities, balloons are also generally considered as an affordable scientific tool 
(as compared to space missions or dedicated high altitude aircraft flights), although the cost of 
the largest balloon projects (including instrument development and balloons) can now be 
compared with small satellite projects.    



Main recommendations 
Currently, the CNES stratospheric balloon flights are stopped until the validation of the new 
NOSYCA gondola that will comply with the safety regulations. The availability of this 
system in 2013 and 2015 respectively for short- and long-duration flights, as announced 
by the CNES balloon sub-directorate, is therefore an a priori requirement for the future 
balloon programme. 
 
The use of zero-pressure balloons carrying heavy payloads requires very specific 
infrastructures on the launch basis, as well as recovery capabilities. Due to safety constraints, 
the only current operational basis is Esrange, at high latitudes. As a first priority, the 
implementation of the future programme will need, in addition to Esrange, operational 
bases at mid-latitudes and close to the Equator. The current cooperation with CSA offers 
great hopes for installing a mid-latitude basis in Canada. A similar effort should be 
undertaken for setting up an operational Equatorial site as requested by a great number of 
LoIs. 
 
Many LoIs have expressed the need of long-duration flights with payloads heavier than those 
currently carried by superpressure or MIR balloons. The development of medium- (up to a 
few days) or long-duration (up to a few weeks) zero-pressure balloons should also be 
considered as a high priority.  
On the other hand, flexibility has likely be one of the primary reasons for the successful 
CNES balloon activities in the past. This flexibility has resulted, among other things, from the 
uniquely large catalogue of balloon flights offered by CNES. The success of the future 
balloon programme also depends on the continuous development of this balloon 
catalogue, as well as on its adaptation to the safety requirements. Recently for instance, a 
strong pressure has emerged for lower tropospheric balloon campaigns (e.g., for atmospheric 
and oceanic studies over the Mediterranean, or to follow cyclones over the oceans). Other 
examples include the development of a tethered balloon system for continuous profiling of the 
lower layers of the atmosphere, the improvement of long-duration (MIR and superpressure) 
balloons to carry heavier payloads or to fly higher in the stratosphere, and the possibility of 
using small zero-pressure balloons to perform frequent flights with light payloads in 
demanding weather conditions. 
 
The implementation of a successful balloon programme in the next decade will require the 
development of new scientific payloads with most recent technologies. Ways of funding a 
renewed set of scientific balloon instruments and large projects have to be found in the 
coming years. This will probably require the involvement in the balloon programme (or in 
part of it) of agencies other than CNES and CNRS/INSU, as well as the development of 
international collaborations. Specific phase 0/A studies (in the space agencies terminology) 
should be considered for the preparation of complex/expensive balloon 
instrumentation/experiments. 
 
Finally, in the transition phase before the availability of the new NOSYCA system, the 
communication effort between CNES and the scientific community has to be pursed, 
and even increased. In particular, topics like the availability of launching sites, the status of 
NOSYCA development and validation, the development of new balloon capacities, and the 
progress made in the implementation of safety rules will actually constitutes vital information 
for drafting scientific proposals. 
 



It was underlined that the CNES and CNRS/INSU agreement that led to the setting-up of 
CSTB was a step in the right direction for scientific ballooning. The CSTB is now the unique 
body (“guichet unique” in French) to which scientists have to submit their research proposals 
involving CNES balloon vehicles. 
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